
 
 

 

 

 INDIVIDUAL ACHIEVEMENT NOMINATION FORM 
 

 
Individual Name:  Michelle Kim 
Years In Industry:  8  
 
LEADERSHIP 
How is this individual a leader in the industry? How is this individual viewed by members of the 
community, including colleagues, clients, partners, and members of our community at large?  Please 
provide very specific examples and quotes from community members if possible. 

 
Michelle Kim has become an irreplaceable force within Tremor Video DSP and the industry as a 
whole. Throughout her 3+ years at the company, Michelle has continued to grow as a video specialist 
focused on the broadcast, cable, studio, gaming and auto verticals.  Her ability to inspire her fellow 
colleagues and commitment to client success has led to her recent promotion to Director of Sales. 
She embodies the phrase, "puts client first" as she goes above and beyond to problem solve and 
achieve client’s goals. Michelle gives every client 120% and strongly believes in the power of 
collaboration to drive success.  One of Michelle’s strongest achievements is that she is always 
innovating - pushing to stay on the cutting edge of what is possible in the industry. 

Due to Michelle’s innate ability to understand her clients challenges and bring forth strategic 
solutions, she continues to work on several key strategic Entertainment & Auto partnerships here at 
TVDSP. 

“Michelle works closely with our auto and entertainment teams at Canvas. We are an admittedly 
tough agency to bring new partners aboard, and Michelle managed to get the job done in both of our 
key verticals. Her tenacity, deep understanding of our clients' business and willingness to go the extra 
mile for our team and our clients have earned her a spot on the short list of the best sellers in 
town. Most of all, in an increasingly impersonal and cold world of digital marketing, Michelle brings 
personality and fun in a way that reminds us all of a different time. Michelle is one in a million, and 
she has a big career ahead of her in our business.” 

-Greg Johns | EVP, Chief Digital Officer | CANVAS Worldwide 
 

 

“I’ve had the pleasure of working with Michelle to help develop a very unique partnership integration. 
When proposing the challenge to her, we both felt it would be quite the under-taking—but through it 
all she NEVER seemed phased! Instead, she owned every intricate piece from end-to-end. In fact, it 
made her thrive and determined to seek the right people, learn things outside of her expertise and 
really push the boundaries for Tremor. Her dedication, passion, brilliance, contagious humor and kind 
personality all make her one of the most unique and unstoppable females in this industry.” 
 
Donellyn Mendoza | Associate Media Director | The Garage Team Mazda 
 



 
 

 

  

 
 
INNOVATION 
What are this individual’s strengths in innovative thinking, problem solving and/or recognizing 
business opportunities?  Please provide very specific examples including but not limited to work 
they’ve done, awards they’ve received, etc.  

 
Michelle’s tenacity and deep commitment to client success can be seen throughout her career. She is 
fully invested in her clients’ achievement of their goals and has the ability to determine their needs, 
develop a plan and execute it successfully. 

Most recently, Michelle was tasked with solving a major challenge for a premier auto 
manufacturer. Not only was she able dig deep to identify the main hurdles the brand was facing, she 
viewed the challenge from the perspective of her client and identified a unique value Tremor could 
provide to solve this challenge. She then collaborated with all internal teams at Tremor from creative 
studio to engineering department to develop a tailormade solution befitting this specific advertiser. 
This innovative outlook and passion for problem solving led Michelle to earning the client’s trust as 
well as a respected position as the brand’s digital video partner of choice.  

In addition, for the past 3 years, Michelle has been honing in on her entertainment expertise to help 
drive ticket sales for her studio clients.  Utilizing her extensive knowledge of ACR (automatic content 
recognition) she has worked with countless studio partners to create custom solutions utilizing ACR 
and Tremor Video’s exclusive TV data partner, Alphonso.  Her first campaign for Miss Sloane was 
published in AdWeek.  The solution allowed EuropaCorp and media agency Carat to get a much 
clearer idea of how its ads for Miss Sloane performed and, most important, how many people who 
were exposed to those ads actually turned into ticket buyers.  Since then, she has grown her roster of 
studio clients working with Annapurna (now UAR Releasing), Universal Pictures, Warner Brothers and 
21st Century Fox.  

Michelle’s ability to innovate and problem solve for her diverse roster of clients has helped her shine 
not only within Tremor Video DSP but within the LA Advertising market. 

“Michelle is constantly thinking about ways to innovate and help push our business further. She’s 
hard working, always positive and can take on the most challenging of objectives. She’s simply the 
best kind of partner you can find.”  
-Regan Przybyl | SVP, Digital Media at UAR Releasing | Annapurna Pictures 

 
 
COMMUNITY 
How has this individual contributed to the ThinkLA community in any or all of the following capacities: 
knowledge sharing, training, charity work, industry events, or any other substantive way?  Please 
provide very specific examples and, if possible, some measurable impact that they have had on the 
community. 

 

https://www.adweek.com/creativity/how-studio-behind-miss-sloane-tracking-link-between-ads-and-ticket-sales-175016/


 
 

 

From the start of her career as a media planner to her current position at Tremor, Michelle has been 
a very active participant in the ThinkLA community.  She has always found the ThinkLA events 
inspiring, informative and fun and always encourages the participation of her colleagues, clients and 
agency partners. She has consistently attended most if not all events from Breakfasts, connecting 
hours to signature parties. She truly relishes partaking in this community and thrives on the 
relationships built and memories made at ThinkLA events. She is always the leading force behind 
rallying the Tremor team to attend the festivities!    

Michelle continues to rise as a leader not only within the LA market but within the Tremor Video DSP 
organization. Devoting time to mentor account managers, Michelle finds it rewarding to educate and 
help grow their careers through teachable moments and hands-on learning. Whether it’s an ad-
trafficker or a creative developer, Michelle will always take the time to provide them with the 
account’s background and helps them see the impact of their work beyond their silos. She always 
makes sure to share credit with everyone who has helped make the campaign successful. 

Within the industry, Michelle is an active participant in several organizations, including UNICEF’s 
NextGeneration, which is a group of young professionals who are focused on protecting the rights of 
vulnerable children around the world. She strongly believes in the resources her generation has to 
offer and this has inspired her to take an active leadership role with UNICEF. Currently, Michelle sits 
on the LA board and through her involvement on the committee, raised over $400,000 through 
various fundraiser events last year. She inspires others in the industry to get involved as well by 
sharing the group’s vision and inviting clients and executives to these events.   

 
 
DIVERSITY/INCLUSION/GENDER 
How has this person helped to promote the ideas of diversity, inclusion and gender by connecting 
diverse groups of committed, collaborative, and unique individuals in pursuit of a common goal?  
Please provide very specific examples.   

 
As mentioned above, Michelle makes her personal passions in philanthropy and community serving 
very clear. Michelle currently serves as a board member of UNICEF NextGeneration’s LA chapter and 
is involved in several fundraising and event committees as well.   
  
As board member, she recently joined UNICEF on their annual leadership summit/field visit to 
theDominican Republic. She saw firsthand how the UNICEF programs she helps fund directly impact 
the lives of underprivileged Dominican children and their families. Of the many places she visited, she 
was impressed by UNICEF’s work in public maternal/infant hospitals to equip the surrounding 
community with education and resources for young & expecting mothers and their newborns. She 
saw how much impact fully UNICEF certified hospital can have on the whole community and 
currently is working alongside her peers on the LA board to help fund more public hospitals to 
receive this level of support. She shares this personal journey loudly and openly with her peers in the 
community and serves as a point of resource for those who have asked to get more involved 
themselves.   
  



 
 

 

Additionally, Michelle co-founded Female Fight Club, which aims to empower women within the LA 
advertising community. This group has been meeting monthly for the past three years to create 
intimate discussions and uplift women in the industry. Michelle leads the group and plays a crucial 
role in development, including producing a recent open forum in December, which brought together 
60 female leaders in the LA media industry. She co-moderated a panel of respected female leaders 
including Captain Sandy from Bravo’s Below Deck Mediterranean, Dr. Jennifer Berman from ABC’s 
The Doctors and Beverly Jackson who leads PR for MGM Resorts International. All the proceeds from 
the event were donated to UNICEF, combining her two greatest passions: the LA advertising 
community and philanthropy. 

  
“I am honored to be writing in about my board colleague Michelle Kim. Michelle’s compassion and 
commitment to giving back is an inspiration to those who work with her. As a UNICEF NextGen 
Steering Committee Member, her natural leadership has helped raise critical funds and awareness for 
issues affecting children around the world.“ 

Kelly Wilson |Director, Corporate Responsibility | Warner Bros. Entertainment 

 
 
We strongly recommend including supporting materials in addition to this form, such as 
videos, press/media reviews, links to product demos, promotional items, and any other 
relevant items. 


